Genomic and proteomic profiling for biomarkers and signature profiles of toxicity.
Toxicity profiling measures and compares all gene expression changes among biological samples after toxicant exposure. Toxicity profiling with DNA microarrays to measure all mRNA transcripts (transcriptomics), or by global separation and identification of proteins (proteomics), has led to the discovery of better descriptors of toxicity, toxicant classification and exposure monitoring than current indicators. A shared goal in transcript and proteomic profiling is the development of biomarkers and signatures of chemical toxicity. In this review, biomarkers and signature profiles are described for specific chemical toxicants that affect target organs such as liver, kidney, neural tissues, gastrointestinal tract and skeletal muscle, for specific disease models such as cancer and inflammation, and for unique chemical-protein adducts underlying cell injury. The recent introduction of toxicogenomics databases support researchers in sharing, analyzing, visualizing and mining expression data, assist the integration of transcriptomics, proteomics and toxicology datasets, and eventually will permit in silico biomarker and signature pattern discovery.